Abstract-20 years after the successful ground deployment test of a (20 m)² solar sail at DLR Cologne, and in the light of the upcoming U.S. NEAscout mission, we provide an overview of the progress made since in our mission and hardware design studies as well as the hardware built in the course of our solar sail technology development. We outline the most likely and most efficient routes to develop solar sails for useful missions in science and applications, based on our developed 'now-term' and near-term hardware as well as the many practical and managerial lessons learned from the DLR-ESTEC GOSSAMER Roadmap. Mission types directly applicable to planetary defense include single and Multiple NEA Rendezvous ((M)NR) for precursor, monitoring and follow-up scenarios as well as sail-propelled head-on retrograde kinetic impactors (RKI) for mitigation. Other mission types such as the Displaced L1 (DL1) space weather advance warning and monitoring or Solar Polar Orbiter (SPO) types demonstrate the capability of near-term solar sails to achieve asteroid rendezvous in any kind of orbit, from Earth-coorbital to extremely inclined and even retrograde orbits. Some of these mission types such as SPO, (M)NR and RKI include separable payloads. For one-way access to the asteroid surface, nanolanders like MASCOT are an ideal match for solar sails in micro-spacecraft format, i.e. in launch configurations compatible with ESPA and ASAP secondary payload platforms. Larger landers similar to the JAXA-DLR study of a Jupiter Trojan asteroid lander for the OKEANOS mission can shuttle from the sail to the asteroids visited and enable multiple NEA sample-return missions. The high impact velocities and re-try capability achieved by the RKI mission type on a final orbit identical to the target asteroid's but retrograde to its motion enables small spacecraft size impactors to carry sufficient kinetic energy for deflection.
INTRODUCTION
Any effort which intends to physically interact with asteroids requires understanding of the composition and multi-scale surface structure, or even the interior. Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout (MASCOT) landing modules and instrument carriers can provide a first access [1] [2] [3] [4] . They integrate at the instrument level to their mothership on 'small' as well as larger interplanetary missions. [5-6] The DLR (German Aerospace Center) -ESTEC (European Space Research and Technology Centre) GOSSAMER Roadmap NEA Science Working Groups studied small spacecraft concepts. Target-flexible Multiple NEA Rendezvous (MNR) [7] , Solar Polar Orbiter (SPO) [8] , and Displaced L 1 (DL1) spaceweather early warning [9] were identified as science missions uniquely feasible with solar sail propulsion. Many such studies outline the unique capability of solar sails to provide access to all small solar system bodies (SSSB), at least within the orbit of Jupiter. Since, significant progress has been made to improve MNR trajectory design.
[10] [184] [185] (cf. [238] )
Although it is relatively easy for solar sails to rendezvous with Near-Earth and Potentially Hazardous Objects (NEO, PHO) in any inclination over the relevant range of semimajor axis and eccentricity, it remains notoriously difficult for sailcraft to land on or interact physically with a SSSB target. The German Aerospace Center, DLR, qualified solar sail deployment technologies in the GOSSAMER-1 project.
[11] [13] This technology development continues in the GOSOLAR large photovoltaic arrays project.
[12]
A Brief History of…
The idea of an outward propulsive force of sunlight, and thus of sunlight as a practical source of energy, goes back to Kepler's observations on the directionality of comets' tails of 1619. [14] Its magnitude was predicted by Maxwell in 1873 [15] and Bartoli in 1876 [16] . That year, the foundations of semiconductor technology were laid by Adams's and Day's discovery of an electrical current driven by selenium exposed to light. [ [175] [176] to the power source in space, with very few exceptions [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The discovery of gravityassists in 1961 made the solar system instantly accessible with available launchers [30] . This disruptive paradigm change from a mostly inaccessible solar system requiring huge nuclear-electric spaceships [31] [32] to the Voyager missions firmly established the combination of chemical propulsion with gravity-assists in solar system exploration [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [180] , which accompanied JAXA's atmosphere observation orbiter, AKATSUKI, to Venus. The IKAROS first demonstrated solar sail effect in space, successfully and as predicted. It also performed the first gravity-assist of a solar sail on December 8 th , 2010, passing Venus at 80800 km distance and achieving about 20° deflection of theIKAROS' trajectory. [232] ). Fidelity to the intended as well as knowledge of the actually deployed shape of the membrane is as critical for solar sail thrust vectoring as it is for power generation using thin membrane based photovoltaics. [248] [244] studies showed the ability to access any inclination and a wide range of heliocentric distances -each mission type requiring a ΔV infeasible with chemical propulsion and well beyond the limits of present electrical propulsion. At one extreme, hardly departing from the Earth, the sail of a DL1 mission constantly lifts the sailcraft against the gravity of the Sun to follow the Earth well inside its orbit but at the same rate. At the other extreme, the RKI completely reverses its initial obital path in the solar system: Retrograde orbits can be used to significantly increase the impact speed of projectiles for kinetic energy deflection strategies. Typical prograde orbit impact speeds of 10-15 km/s can be raised to 60 km/s for a head-on retrograde impact near Earth, thus significantly reducing the mass of projectile required to deflect an asteroid of a given size [244] . Even higher encounter velocities are possible in intercepts at lower heliocentric distances. [97] [98] [99] In order to deliver a projectile to a retrograde orbit, a solar sail can be used to 'crank' the orbit inclination by pitching the sail such that a component of thrust is alternately directed above/below the orbit plane every half-orbit. Clearly, the targeting of the impact of the projectile onto an asteroid from a retrograde orbit would be challenging at such speeds. However, the leverage delivered is substantial and, again, can significantly reduce the mass of projectile required to deflect an asteroid of a given size.
The development of solar sail technology at DLR-

MOTIVATION
MNR MISSION SCENARIO
Current MNR trajectory studies visit within 10 years from Earth departure (c 3 ≥0) 5 different NEAs for >100 days rendezvous, each, with one near-term first-generation sailcraft.
[10] Rendezvous duration is comparable to the Asteroid Impact Mission (AIM) at binary NEA (65803) Didymos.
[92] The sequence of NEAs is not driven or constrained by a-priori trajectory design or launch window requirements. It can be changed easily on a daily basis, even after launch and between rendezvous.
[10] A sailcraft carrying a set of 5 MASCOT landers with different science instruments and landing or mobility related systems appears desirable. Which lander is used can be decided after arrival at target asteroids. Much of the MASCOT lander design can be shared with the core sailcraft and its four boom-sail deployment units (BSDU). Design elements of the GOSSAMER-1 EQM BSDU were shared in the ROBEX lunar-analog demonstration mission's Remote Units (RU).
[93] [194] MNR missions consisting of 10 independent sub-spacecraft physically connected at launch and separated step-by-step throughout the mission enable resource-sharing as well as economies of scale. A return leg to Earth instead of 2014 MP extends the total mission duration slightly to 11.3 years (Fig. 1) . Mission duration only depends on spacecraft quality and interest in its continued operation (cf.
[94]), not on consumables aboard. Fig. 1 -3D Fig.2 shows a likely asteroid thermal environment. [195] [243] . Thus, spacecraft and lander designs need to be very robust and anticipate very wide variation of the surface conditions, cf. [145] [146] [147] [148] [196] [197] [198] . MASCOT was already designed to cope with the rather strong seasonal variations that were expected on Ryugu [128] [199] [200] and it can be adapted to other variables of the environment, as well.
[3] [241] 
GOSSAMER-STYLE INTEGRATED LANDERS
A key design feature of GOSSAMER solar sails are 4 Boom Sail Deployment Units (BSDU) which synchronously move away from the Central Sailcraft Unit (CSCU) to uncoil the booms and unfold the sail segments. They connect through wired interfaces while attached. After separation, the 5 subspacecraft communicate in a wireless network [ [181] . This communication and a Charging Network (CN) which enables the exchange of energy across sub-spacecraft boundaries can be extended to more than 5 nodes, to support landers still attached to the CSCU after sail deployment. GOSSAMER-1 already supports nonseparable high data rate devices, the deployment monitoring cameras. [140] [141] [142] Lander Options-When landers are separated from the carrying sailcraft like MASCOT from HAYABUSA2, by a pre-set spring force, the sail trajectory has to ensure that the separated lander arrives at its target, similar to AIM for MASCOT2.
[2] The sail may be in very slow fly-by, or in a stable solar-radiation-pressure displaced orbit or stationkeeping. [120] [121] [122] Proximity operations of solar sails likely pose significant challenges and depend critically on sail attitude control methods yet to be proven in flight. Alternatively, a self-propelled lander can be used. At the asteroid, the sail would be parked at a safe distance and detach the lander for proximity operations. OKEANOS, the spin-deployed JAXA Solar Power Sail follows this concept.
Fig. 3 -Notional accommodation of MASCOT-style nanolanders aboard a GOSSAMER-style microsailcraft
MASCOT-DLR in collaboration with the French space agency, CNES, has developed the Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout, MASCOT, a small one-way asteroid lander which packs four full-scale science instruments and relocation capability into a shoebox-sized ~10 kg spacecraft. Figure 4 shows the first sample retrieval cycle of such a lander.
Fig. 4 -Concept of operation of a shuttling microlander.
Resource Sharing of Lander(s) and Sailcraft-As in the GOSSAMER-1 concept, many resources are shared with the CSCU in cruise and the CSCU-BSDUs before sail deployment. Landers which have to expect rough terrain (cf. MASCOT) and unexpected shadowed areas (cf. PHILAE) require a relatively large battery while a deployed sailcraft in deep space only needs a relatively small battery. Batteries of still-attached lander(s) can support the CSCU during deployment of the sail when the BSDUs have already separated from it. The deployed sailcraft can generate power using ultra-lightweight membrane-mounted photovoltaics similar to GOSOLAR technology.
[12] The landers' photovoltaics generators exposed to the outside in launch configuration and after BSDU separation can generate the pre-/in-deployment power for the CSCU. monitor the asteroid in the vicinity of the sailcraft without the need to turn it for the pointing of a boresighted sailcraft camera. Note the upper limit of the CAM FoV in Fig. 3 which enables views of target asteroids akin to the view of 67P from PHILAE still aboard ROSETTA. These and more opportunities for resource sharing can be used to adapt landers similar to MASCOT, PHILAE, or the OKEANOS lander into GOSSAMER-style integrated sub-spacecraft performing a common mission. Figure 5 shows an example.
PLANETARY DEFENSE EXERCISES
At the 2017 Planetary Defence Conference, a diversion from an ongoing MNR mission towards a fictitious newly discovered impactor, "2017 PDC", was studied (see [174] for details). [227] [228] [229] [230] using small spacecraft concepts [123] .
High velocity launch-Due to the mass and deployment requirements of solar sailing, launch configurations can be very compact. A typical MNR design would fit 'micro' secondary passenger slots to GTO, with a small kick prpoulsion module to escape (c 3 >0) included. A dedicated launch would be an option for missions requiring an extremely high c 3 or reduced flight time to target. Ariane 5 ECA [119] maximum velocity escape trajectory performance was calculated for i=6° (Kourou). When all unnecessary standard equipment units are removed, payloads of 500 kg, 250 kg, and 50 kg, can respectively be injected on escape trajectories of c 3 ≈56 km²/s², 60 km²/s², and 64 km²/s². Still higher velocities can be achieved by adding upper stages similar to the launch configurations of NEW HORIZONS [174] or LISA Pathfinder. [231] 6. FUTURE WORK 
CONCLUSIONS
We outlined a synergetic development path of small spacecraft solar sails and nano-scale asteroid landers enabling a substantial increase in the number of NEAs studied by planetary science in a dynamic manner which allows in-flight adjustment of the choice of rendezvous targets. The capability to change targets in flight also allows a mission already in flight to respond to extreme events such as a probable Earth impactor being discovered. It may also follow changing commercial interest in this manner. Within the capabilities of near-term first-generation sailcraft technology are 5 NEA rendezvous of at least 100 days, each, in 10 years by one spacecraft. The small spacecraft approach enables the use of surplus launcher payload capability in the market with a potential of 10's of launches per year. If the spacecraft concept here presented were serialized, the number of NEAs studied could be increased by orders of magnitude within a few decades. The small mass of small spacecraft solar sails also enables very high launch energy missions based on available geostationary market launch vehicles to the most challenging targets of the solar system, including planetary defence scenarios.
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